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The sky is ‘like a painting’ i.e. without third dimension	
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1/ all Cepheids in LMC are at the same distance: it gives the slope (a) of the 
PL relation.	


How do we use Cepheids to derive LMC distance ? 

Pulsating stars  
observed with OGLE 
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2/ verify that the slope in MW 
and LMC is the same (no 
metallicity effect) 

3/ Derive the distance to nearby Galactic 
Cepheids provides the zero-point (b). For 
instance, HST parallax or BW method 
(interferometric and photometric)...  	
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Riess et al. 2009, ApJ, 699, 539 (~550 citations) 

Maser          : H0 = 74.2 ± 3.6 km/s/mpc (4.7%)	

MW(HST)  : H0 = 73.7 ± 3.9 km/s/mpc (5.3%)	

LMC           : H0 = 73.3 ± 4.6 km/s/mpc (6.2%)	


MW (HST+IBW) : H0 = 73.7 ± 2.0 km/s/mpc (2.7%)	
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The Baade-Wesselink Method or parallax of pulsation 
1 – Interferometry 

€ 

Δθ Cepheid	


Interferometry  

Interferometry provides the angular size variation of the star  	
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k = UDθ
LDθ

~0.94 in optical 
~0.98 in IR 
k is assumed to be constant with phase	


Kervella, et al., 2004, A&A, 416, 941 
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The Baade-Wesselink Method or parallax of pulsation 
2 – spectroscopy 

Cepheid	


spectroscopy  

Spectroscopy provides the radius variation of the star  	
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pulsV

Wavelength (A) 

Nardetto et al., 2006 
A&A, 453, 309 
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p is assumed to be constant with phase	
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The Baade-Wesselink Method or parallax of pulsation 
3-combining interferometry and spectroscopy 
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ΔR⇔Δθ
This two quantities have to correspond 
to the same layer in the star 
(atmospheric velocity gradient, 
dynamical affects)	


Baade (1926) – Wesselink (1946) 	
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High resolution spectroscopy for Cepheids distance determination                                                                                            
V. Impact of the cross-correlation on the p-factor and the gamma-velocity 
N. Nardetto,  W. Gieren, P. Kervella, P. Fouqué, J. Storm, G. Pietrzynski, D. Mourard, D. Queloz, 2009, A&A, 502, 951 

5% first moment of the spectral line 

cross-correlation 

Impact of the projection factor on the distance 

€ 

p = −[0.08 ± 0.05]logP + [1.31± 0.06]

the static approach leads to an 
overestimation of the distances from 5% (for 
short-period Cepheid) up to 10% (for long 
period Cepheids). 

10% 

traditional static value (p=1.36 – Burki et al. 1982) 

for δ Cep (P=5.36 days) p=1.25+/-0.05 	
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History of the projection factor of δ Cep 

same method : cross-correlation	


around p=1.24+/-0.05	


inconsistency of p for Storm et al. 
2011ab but no impact on the distances 
(the method is self calibrated by HST  
+ LMC Cepheids) – this is under 
investigation... 	
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Visible interferometry: science case for Cepheids 
(and pulsating stars) 

Low/Medium Spectral resolution mode (high sensitivity) 
•  Science Case 1: LD of Cepheids (p-factor) 
•  Science Case 2: p-factor from Cepheids in binaries 
•  Science Case 3: CSE of Cepheids in visible  
•  Science Case 4: Gaia + inverse BW = p-factor 

High spectral resolution mode 
•  Science case 5: the dynamical structure of Cepheid’  
atmosphere 

•  Science Case 6: Do the same things but for 
RR Lyrae, δ Scuti stars, ... 
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From models (Nardetto et al. 2006), assuming k=cste is acceptable in the BW approach  
(impact of 0.1% on the distance) but this is the first contribution to the p-factor (never measured) !  
-> sigV=5% around V=0.1 (2nd lobe) would give 1% on <k> 
-> sigV=1% around V=0.1 (2nd lobe) would give k variation at 5 sigmas 

Science Case 1: the limb-darkening of Cepheids (p-factor)	
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Science Case 2: p-factor from Cepheids in binaries	


Credits : D. Bonneau 	


      Spectroscopic binary with double lines (SB2)	


If we have the distance, we can inverse the BW method applied  
to the Cepheid in the binary and derive its p-factor and also 
its mass 

See papers by Gallenne et al.2013, 2014a, 2014b 
See also a LMC Cepheid into an eclipsing binary (Pilecki et al. 2013) 
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Science Case 3: CSE of Cepheids in visible 

The IRSB method is using V and K band photometry. Imagine 
we have a significant contamination from a visible  
circumstellar environment (δ Cep, Nardetto et al. in prep.) 	


δ Cep 

Merand et al. 2007 
Gallenne et al. 2011	
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Science Case 4: Gaia + inverse BW = p-factor ! 

“Galactic Cepheids DataBase” Fernie et al., S. 1995, IBVS No. 4148	

505 Cepheids (416 because 89 have no mV indicated)	

272 observables with CHARA ( δ >-25°)	

256 observables with VLTI ( δ < 25°) 	


105 observables with CHARA ( δ >-25°) And magV < 10	

147 observables with VLTI ( δ < 25°) ) And magV < 10 	


We can show (see talk from previous « vegas » workshop in 2012):	

•  CHARA : 88 (+/- 20!) stars for which we can obtain 5% of precision on the p-factor	

•  VLTI : 52 (+/-10!) stars for which we can obtain 5% of precision on the p-factor	

=> constrains on the period-projection factor relation	
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Pas de déplacement du photocentre…	


          : 10  &  20 km/s	
       : 10  à  20 km/s	
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        : 10 & 20 km/s  +                  : 10 km/s	


e
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        : 0.05 à 0.15 du continu	


e
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        de 1.38 mas à 1.53 mas (10%)	


 d Cep : 100 uas (10 las) 	


Precision à 0.6 um &, B=300m : 0.5 uas (VEGA/CHARA)	

Precision à 1 um &, B=200m : 1 uas (AMBER/VLTI)	


LMC :  3 uas (0,3uas) 
Mourard & Nardetto, 
2005, Rome	


e
x 

Science case 5: the dynamical structure of Cepheid’atmosphere  
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Science Case 6: Do the same things but for RR Lyrae, δ Scuti stars, ... 
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 Hybrids Cepheids are 
evolved stars (thus 

bright) but rare: 
~500 identified 

Cepheids in the MW 
(probably 9000 in 

total). 

The BW could be in 
principle apply to 
other pulsating 

stars in the 
instability strip 

(radial mode 
dominant) 
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Nardetto, Poretti et al. 2014, A&A, 561, 151 	


typical impact of the 
fast rotation and 
inclination on the 
projection factor	


what about RR Lyrae ?  
Next step...	


Science Case 6: Do the same things but for RR Lyrae, δ Scuti stars, ... 
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Eclipsing Binaries	
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The distance to LMC (an fundamental anchor for the 
distance scale) 

€ 

µ = m −M = 5logd − 5
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Late-type eclipsing binaries	


φ  is derived from the surface brightness - color relation,	

very well established for late-type stars based on interferometric	

data (di Benedetto  1998, 2005;  Kervella et al. 2004)  	


Currently rms on this relation is 0.03 mag  (2 % !)                	

                              =>  very weakly depends on metallicity  !	

                              =>   is almost parallel to the reddening line !	
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The distance of eclipsing binaries in the local Group 

R + θ (from surface brigthness relation)  
 = 

distance at few percents	


 8 eclipsing  
binaries in  
LMC	
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Distance to the LMC  
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The distance error budget  (2.5 % total error)	
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Visible interferometry: science case for  
Eclipsing binaries 

Low/Medium Spectral resolution mode (high sensitivity) 
•  Science Case 7: surface-brightness relation  
of late-type and early-type stars 
•  Science Case 8: characterize closeby  
eclipsing binaries using visible interferometry (with  
Gaia we can inverse the eclipsing binary technique and  
check for systematics)    
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Science Case 7: surface-brightness relations  

Bright early-type stars (O-A-B) for 
distances in Local Group 

Objective= reach 5% and evaluate the 
impact of rotation, winds, environment 

Late-type stars (F-G) for LMC distance 
Objective= reach 1% and even better 

Challouf et al. 2014, A&A, 570, 104 	
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 Baade-Wesselink 
method (3%)  

optical interferometry 

Late-type 
 F, G 

Hubble constant (~ 2%)                   
relation of 1a supernova  

SHOES project (Riess et al.) & 
CHP (Freedman et al.)  

Araucaria Project 
(W. Gieren, G. Pietrzinski et al.) 

Classical Cepheids 
(p-factor: LD, 

binary, CSE, inv. BW 
with Gaia)  

early-type 
O, A, B 

surface-brightness 
relation 

  LMC distance to 
1%  using eclipsing 
binaries (late-type) 

 distance to M31 and 
M33 at 5% using 
eclipsing binaries 

(early-type) 

Summary:	
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The sky is ‘like a painting’ i.e. with a third dimension	



